BOX LUNCH ORDER FORM

GROUP NAME ____________________________
CONTACT NAME __________________________
EVENT DATE ____________________________

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

ORDER QUANTITIES

Enter the total number of each item. Box lunches includes one sandwich, one side, a chocolate chunk cookie, and a drink for $15. Gluten-free bread available on request.

BOXED LUNCH QTY

Enter Number of Each

____ THE RENAISSANCE
____ THE LOUIS XIV
____ THE ART DECO
____ THE NEOCLASSICAL
____ THE QUEEN ANNE
____ FRENCH PROVINCIAL
____ THE EDWARDIAN
____ THE VICTORIAN

SIDES SELECTIONS

Enter Number of Each

_____ CORN TORTILLA CHIPS
_____ PASTA SALAD
_____ COLE SLAW
_____ FRESH APPLE SLICES
_____ FIESTA BEAN SALAD
_____ SEASONAL FRUIT SALAD
_____ CLASSIC LAYS CHIPS

BEVERAGE SELECTIONS

Enter Number of Each

_____ COKE
_____ DIET COKE
_____ CAFFEINE-FREE DIET COKE
_____ SPRITE
_____ FRESCA
_____ NATURAL SPRING WATER

COMPLETE THE BOXED LUNCH ORDER FORM AND SUBMIT THE PDF TO YOUR PARISTOWN REPRESENTATIVE VIA EMAIL TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
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